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ABSTRACT
We investigate the stellar population properties of passive spiral galaxies in the CALIFA survey.
Nine spiral galaxies that have NUV−r > 5 and no/weak nebular emission lines in their spectra are
selected as passive spirals. Our passive spirals lie in the redshift range of 0.001 < z < 0.021 and have
stellar mass range of 10.2 < log(M?/M) < 10.8. They clearly lie in the domain of early-type galaxies
in the WISE IR color-color diagram. We analyze the stellar populations out to two effective radius,
using the best-fitting model to the measured absorption line-strength indices in the Lick/IDS system.
We find that stellar populations of the passive spirals span a wide range, even in their centers, and
hardly show any common trend amongst themselves either. We compare the passive spirals with S0s
selected in the same mass range. S0s cover a wide range in age, metallicity, and [α/Fe], and stellar
populations of the passive spirals are encompassed in the spread of the S0 properties. However, the
distribution of passive spirals are skewed toward higher values of metallicity, lower [α/Fe], and younger
ages at all radii. These results show that passive spirals are possibly related to S0s in their stellar
populations. We infer that the diversity in the stellar populations of S0s may result from different
evolutionary pathways of S0 formation, and passive spirals may be one of the possible channels.
Subject headings: galaxies: evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the discovery of significant number of pas-
sive spiral galaxies without any apparent sign of ongo-
ing star formation, the formation and evolution of these
galaxies have received considerable attention observa-
tionally and theoretically (Couch et al. 1998; Dressler
et al. 1999; Poggianti et al. 1999; Bekki et al. 2002; Goto
et al. 2003; Yamauchi & Goto 2004; Moran et al. 2006;
Cortese & Hughes 2009; Hughes & Cortese 2009; Lee
et al. 2008; Mahajan & Raychaudhury 2009; Wolf et al.
2009; Masters et al. 2010; Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2016;
Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2018). The first unusual spiral
galaxies were identified by van den Bergh (1976) in the
Virgo cluster, so-called ‘anemic’ spirals, and later, pas-
sive spirals were found in all environments and at low to
high redshifts. Since early samples of red or passive spi-
rals often show the evidence of mild star formation (SF)
such as weak nebular emissions, ultraviolet (UV) light
from young stellar populations, and infrared (IR) excess
from warm dust by obscured SF, some of them may be
in progress of star formation quenching rather than com-
pletely quiescent. On the other hand, some galaxies show
little or no star formation activity despite their obvious
spiral structure – these are the genuine passive spirals.
These unique galaxies are clear outliers from the well
known color-morphology relations (Hubble 1938; Fioc &
Rocca-Volmerange 1999; Bershady et al. 2000; Mignoli
et al. 2009).
The existence of these galaxies leads to the following
questions: (1) What is/are the origin(s) of passive spi-
rals? (2) What physical processes have halted the star
formation in passive spirals without destroying their spi-
minapak@kasi.re.kr
ral structures? (3) Are passive spirals eventually trans-
formed into lenticular galaxies?
Recent studies suggest that the formation of passive
spirals in the intermediate to high density environments
is closely related with cluster environmental effects (Goto
et al. 2003; Masters et al. 2010; Fraser-McKelvie et al.
2018) such as thermal evaporation (Cowie & Songaila
1977), ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972), ha-
rassment (Moore et al. 1999), starvation or strangula-
tion (Larson et al. 1980; Bekki et al. 2002), galaxy-
galaxy interactions in high density regions including ma-
jor (Toomre & Toomre 1972) and minor (Walker et al.
1996) mergers and tidal interactions. Moreover, a very
recent study of Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2018) found that
all low mass (M? < 1 × 1010M) passive spirals in
their sample are members of the Virgo cluster, and thus
cluster-related environmental phenomena are most likely
responsible for the quenching of those galaxies.
The existence of passive spirals is the strong evidence
for the morphological transformation of spirals into S0s
in rich clusters. Bekki et al. (2002) showed how cluster
environmental quenching processes can transform spirals
into S0s, passing through an intermediate passive spi-
ral phase, using numerical simulations. After the gas is
stripped, the spiral arm structures fade over several Gyrs.
However, they claim that passive spirals are found any-
where from isolation to the centers of clusters and hence
that no single mechanism can completely explain their
origins.
In low density environments, secular evolution as a re-
sult of bars is a viable mechanism for quenching spi-
rals (Kormendy 1979; Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004;
Athanassoula 2013), which may convert them into S0s.
Bars are commonly found structures in disk galaxies of
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2the local universe. Recent work on the bar fraction of
nearby disk galaxies suggests that the bar fraction is up
to ∼ 50% in optical studies (Marinova & Jogee 2007;
Reese et al. 2007; Barazza et al. 2008). The fraction
rises to about 70% in near-infrared studies (Knapen et al.
2000; Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2007).
Bars play a significant role in the evolution of galaxy
structure and morphology by transferring angular mo-
mentum and energy, and redistributing mass. They
act on both baryonic and dark matter components of a
galaxy (Weinberg 1985; Debattista & Sellwood 1998, De-
battista & Sellwood 2000; Athanassoula 2003). Bars fun-
nel material towards the galaxy center, helping to grow
bulge-like structures (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004), nu-
clear bars (Erwin 2004) and feeding the central black
hole (Shlosman et al. 1989; Shlosman et al. 1990; Shlos-
man et al. 2000; Jogee 2006). In particular, the role of
driving gas inwards can trigger star formation in the cen-
ter (e.g. Hawarden et al. 1986; Jogee et al. 2005; Sheth
et al. 2005), and lead to the more rapid consumption of
the gas. Masters et al. (2012) showed that a higher bar
fraction in disk galaxies is associated with a lower HI gas
content, and there are hints that at a fixed HI content
barred galaxies are optically redder than unbarred galax-
ies. Since high-mass passive spirals (M? > 1× 1010M)
are found not only in high density regions but in very low
density regions (Bamford et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2010;
Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2018), it is suggested that internal
processes such as bars are more important mechanisms
to quench the star formation in high mass passive spirals.
While all these devoted studies have drawn attention
to passive spirals, the origins and evolutionary pathways
of passive spirals are still under debate. To confirm the
origin of passive spirals, strong constraints can be pro-
vided by investigating the internal distribution of their
stellar populations, which are poorly understood so far.
That is, an important clue to their origin can be found
in whether the quenching is inside-out or outside-in, as
well as how old these systems are and how recently their
star formation is quenched. Comparing the resolved stel-
lar populations of passive spirals with S0s, their proba-
ble descendants, will be helpful to constrain the specific
transformation mechanisms that are in action. In ad-
dition, the environmental dependence of passive spirals
is also unclear. Thus, investigating the environments of
individual galaxies may also provide constraints on the
quenching mechanisms.
The purpose of this paper is to better understand the
evolution of passive spiral galaxies by investigating their
spatially resolved stellar populations, using the Calar
Alto Legacy Integral Field Area (CALIFA; Sa´nchez et al.
2012; Husemann et al. 2013) survey, which has been ob-
serving a wide range of galaxy morphologies with a wide
field-of-view (FoV). In the last decade, the advent of inte-
gral field units (IFU) has allowed us to study the details
of integrated and spatially resolved spectroscopic prop-
erties of galaxies, based on two-dimensional (2D) maps
of kinematics and stellar populations. This is the first
study of spatially resolved stellar populations for passive
spirals. In this study, we ultimately aim to find evolu-
tionary links between passive spirals and S0s.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the galaxy samples adopted from the CALIFA survey.
The analysis of data including line measurement is in
Section 3. We present our results of stellar population
properties for the passive spirals in Section 4. Finally,
our discussion and conclusions on the evolution of passive
spirals are given in Section 5.
2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION
The CALIFA survey (Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Husemann
et al. 2013) was carried out using the 3.5m telescope of
the Calar Alto observatory using the PMAS/PPAK spec-
trograph (Roth et al. 2005; Kelz et al. 2006). The field of
view of PPAK is 74′′ × 64′′, which is filled with 382 fibers
of 2.7′′ diameter each (Kelz et al. 2006). The galaxies
were observed with two spectroscopic setups, using the
gratings V500 with a nominal resolution (λ/∆λ) of 850
at 5000 A˚ (FWHM ∼ 6 A˚) and a wavelength range from
3745 to 7500 A˚, and V1200 with a better spectral reso-
lution of 1650 at 4500 A˚ (FWHM ∼ 2.7 A˚) and ranging
from 3650 to 4840 A˚. More detailed information about
the CALIFA sample, and the observational strategy, are
available in the papers of CALIFA team (Walcher et al.
2014; Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Husemann et al. 2013; Garc´ıa-
Benito et al. 2015; and Sa´nchez et al. 2016). We here
analyzed galaxies using only the V500 data cube for con-
sistency.
The classification is based on the visual inspection by
the authors using the SDSS g−, r−, and i−band compos-
ite color images and the spectra. We select spirals with
red optical color and without nebular emissions. Among
the visually selected red spirals, we limit the NUV−r col-
ors of our sample to be larger than 5 using the Galaxy
Evolution Explorer (GALEX) in order to exclude actively
star forming galaxies. In addition, edge-on galaxies, shell
galaxies, and galaxies with ongoing mergers or strong
tidal interactions with neighbors are excluded from our
sample.
This process yields a final sample of 9 passive spiral
galaxies. The SDSS images of these galaxies are pre-
sented in Figure 1. Six of them show well-developed spi-
ral arms. The others have less prominent spiral arms but
have subtle structures with discontinuous stellar distri-
butions in their disks. We present about half of S0s in
our sample to show that they are clearly different from
passive spirals. S0s would have central star forming ring,
inner bar and X-shaped structures but no spiral arms.
Passive spirals have stellar masses of 10.23 . log
(M?/M) . 10.8, based on stellar masses from the
NASA-Sloan Atlas (NSA, Blanton et al. 2011) catalog
(Figure 2). All passive spirals but one (NGC 3300) have
4.6µm−12µm < 2 in the Wide-field Infrared Survey Ex-
plorer (WISE) IR color-color diagram (red stars in Figure
3), which is the region where typical early-type galaxies
are located (see Fig. 11 (b) of Jarrett et al. 2017). Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the basic information of the 9 passive
spirals.
From the CALIFA sample we select lenticular and star-
forming spiral galaxies in the same stellar mass range as
our passive spiral sample in order to more fairly com-
pare their stellar populations. For our star forming spi-
ral sample, we adopt the subtype of spirals from the
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). Like the
passive spiral sample, we excluded ongoing mergers or
strong tidal interactions with neighbors. This results in
a sample of 21 S0s and 57 spirals as a comparison sam-
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Fig. 1.— The SDSS g−, r−, and i−bands composite images of
our 9 passive spirals and the example of S0 and spiral comparisons
from the CALIFA archive. The galaxies are ordered from low to
high stellar mass according to their NSA catalog stellar mass, for
each morphology separately. All images are 120′′ × 120′′ in size.
North is at the top and east is to the left. The white box in
NGC1666 is CALIFA field of view.
ple. About half of S0s show embedded structures such as
a nuclear star forming ring, inner bars/spirals, rings and
X-shapes in disk, features that are typically observed in
S0s (Buta 2013).
3. ANALYSIS
We spatially bin the CALIFA data by means of the
centroidal Voronoi tessellation algorithm of Cappellari &
Copin (2003) using the PINGSoft (Rosales-Ortega 2012)
software. The minimum S/N (per bin) for each galaxy is
set to be between 15 and 20. To derive the stellar veloc-
ity (vstar) and velocity dispersion (σ?), emission lines are
masked and the absorption line spectrum is fitted with
the penalised pixel-fitting approach (pPXF; Cappellari
& Copin 2003) using the stellar population model tem-
plates from the MILES stellar library (Vazdekis et al.
2010). The process includes spatial masking of sky lines
and bad pixels. The best fitting template combination is
determined by χ2 minimization in pixel space. The best
values of radial velocities and absorption line broadening
(σ) for the stellar component are derived in each binned
spectrum.
3.1. Lick Indices
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Fig. 2.— NUV−r vs. log (M?/M) for passive spirals and S0s.
Red stars (and red in histogram) are 9 passive spirals and orange
circles (and orange hatched in histogram) are 21 S0s. The green
and blue squares indicate early- and late-type star-forming spiral
galaxies. The distribution of galaxies from the NSA catalog is
overlaid as contours.
Fig. 3.— WISE color-color diagram for all CALIFA galaxies. The
spheroidal (early-type), intermediate disk (disk), and star forming
(SF) disk (late-type disk) galaxies are divided by dotted lines based
on the schematic diagram from Jarrett et al. (2017). Symbols are
the same as those in Figure 2. We use the magnitudes in the WISE
catalog extracted using elliptical aperture photometry. When the
elliptical-aperture magnitude is not available, we use the instru-
mental profile-fit photometry magnitude (light red stars for passive
spirals, orange open circles for S0s, green and blue open squares
for early- and late-type spirals, respectively).
The spectral range of the CALIFA data covers a num-
ber of absorption lines that can be used as tools to probe
the stellar populations of a galaxy. We quantify the ab-
sorption features using line-strength indices such as Hβ,
Mgb, Fe5270 and Fe5335, taken from the Lick/IDS sys-
tem, using the code lick ew.pro of Graves & Schiavon
4TABLE 1
Basic information of 9 passive spirals
Name R.A. DEC. Redshift log (M?/M) Mr NUV−r [4.6]− [12] [3.4]− [4.6] Re n
(deg.) (deg.) (mag) (′′)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
NGC 1666 072.1368 -06.570053 0.001 10.23 -20.16 5.44 1.42± 0.049 −0.02± 0.009 6.73 5.76
NGC 5876 227.3816 54.506515 0.011 10.31 -20.36 5.78 1.40± 0.014 −0.05± 0.007 10.51 5.14
NGC 5794 223.9734 49.726063 0.014 10.31 -20.37 5.74 0.50± 0.044 −0.04± 0.008 5.91 4.69
NGC 495 020.7331 33.471387 0.014 10.38 -20.54 5.99 0.51± 0.069 −0.05± 0.009 9.79 4.52
NGC 3300 159.1601 14.171126 0.010 10.40 -20.59 5.80 - - 12.55 2.93
NGC 2553 124.3958 20.903057 0.016 10.45 -20.78 5.81 0.28± 0.109 −0.05± 0.011 8.30 4.51
NGC 7563 348.9830 13.196131 0.014 10.55 -20.87 5.81 0.64± 0.039 −0.07± 0.009 8.77 3.84
UGC 1271 027.2502 13.211104 0.017 10.54 -20.93 5.97 0.54± 0.050 −0.03± 0.009 8.20 4.20
UGC 2018 038.1673 00.260080 0.021 10.73 -21.47 5.74 - - 8.70 5.18
Notes. Column 1 shows the name of the passive spiral, and Column 2 and 3 show the coordinates. Column 4 gives redshift, while Column
5 and 6 give the stellar mass and absolute magnitude in r−band, respectively. Column 7, 8 and 9 denote NUV−r and IR colors,
respectively. Column 10 and 11 show the effective radius and Se´rsic index, respectively. Column 1 to 7, and Column 10 and 11 are from
the NSA catalog. The NUV and r absolute magnitudes in the NSA are given for h = 1, where H0 = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1. IR colors in
Column 8 and 9 are from the WISE catalog.
(2008), part of their EZ AGES package, which is widely
used to measure stellar populations of galaxies and star
clusters from Lick indices.
Before calculating line-strength indices, we broadened
the CALIFA spectra so that their spectral resolution af-
ter velocity dispersion correction in each bin agrees with
the spectral resolution of each index in the Lick system
(Worthey & Ottaviani 1997; Trager et al. 1998) as im-
plemented in the lick ew.pro routine. We correct the
intrinsic Hβ emission to obtain the ‘genuine’ Hβ absorp-
tion line strength, because the observed Hβ line is the
combined result of intrinsic emission and intrinsic ab-
sorption. We regard the difference in Hβ absorption line
strength between the observation and best-fit template as
the intrinsic Hβ emission, and the genuine Hβ absorption
line-strength is recalculated by adding up this difference.
The correction is applied only when the amplitude-to-
noise (A/N) of Hβ in each bin is greater than 3. The
estimated intrinsic emission values are similar to typical
measurement errors at each radius. For passive spirals,
the typical measurement error and intrinsic Hβ emission
are 0.17 and 0.15 A˚ at the center and 0.25 and 0.26 A˚ at
1 Re.
3.2. Lick Index Grid Method
To derive luminosity-weighted simple stellar popula-
tion (SSP)-equivalent parameters, we use the Lick in-
dex grid method, which derives the age, metallicity
and abundance ratio by comparing Lick indices to SSP
model grids, with iterations between different index-
index planes (Puzia et al. 2005). Here, we adopt SSP
models given by ? (hereafter, TMB model).
We use the indices plane of [MgFe]′1 versus Hβ to esti-
mate the metallicity and age. The [MgFe]′ is insensitive
to [α/Fe], so it is a good tracer of metallicity. Hβ is an
age indicator, which is the least sensitive to [α/Fe] among
the Balmer lines (Thomas et al. 2003). We also use the
Mgb-<Fe>2 plane to estimate [α/Fe]. The Mgb is sensi-
tive to [α/Fe], and the <Fe> is a metallicity indicator.
1 [MgFe]′ =
√
Mgb× (0.72× Fe5270 + 0.28× Fe5335)
2 <Fe> = (Fe5270 + Fe5335)/2
To obtain fine accuracy in the estimation, we interpo-
late the TMB models to grids with ∼ 300, 000 individual
models, spanning [Z/H] = −0.33 to 0.67 (in the interval
with 30 steps), age = 1 to 15 Gyr (140 steps) and [α/Fe]
= −0.3 to 0.5 (30 steps). The majority of our measure-
ments for the galaxies in this study are covered by these
model parameter ranges. For seven points that lie out-
side the model grid space, we use the best fitting values
at the boundary of the interpolated models.
4. RESULTS
In Figure 4, we present the SDSS r-band images, ve-
locity (v?), velocity dispersion (σ?), and the absorption-
line strength maps (e.g. Hβ, Mgb, Fe5270 and Fe5335)
for our passive spiral sample. Our passive spirals have
clear rotation and slightly higher velocity dispersion in
the center, as also seen in the early type spiral galaxy,
NGC 1167 from Falco´n-Barroso et al. (2017). We do not
find any asymmetry or distorted structures, as evidence
for tidal interactions, within their kinematics. In general,
Hβ decreases toward the center of the galaxies and the
other lines barely show any common trends. Mgb and Fe
lines are slightly enhanced along the bar in NGC 3300
and UGC 1271.
4.1. Stellar populations of passive spiral galaxies
Figure 5 presents index-index diagrams with isopho-
tal radial profiles for our sample galaxies from the mea-
surements of the absorption line strengths. For this, we
first conduct isophotal photometry for the CALIFA r-
band image of each target, using the IRAF/ELLIPSE
task (Jedrzejewski 1987). We then use these isophotes
to estimate the radial profiles of the line indices.
In the top panels of Figure 5, we present the median
stellar population properties of each morphological type
at each radius in comparison to the TMB model grids.
The median line indices were estimated out to 2 Re, but
we note that the signal-to-noise drops below 30 at R >
Re.
In Figure 5, [α/Fe] appears to be almost constant re-
gardless of galaxy type or radius, whereas metallicity
tends to decrease from early- to late-types and from the
central to outer regions of galaxies. A common trend is
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Fig. 4.— The SDSS optical images and maps of the derived parameters of the 9 passive spirals in the CALIFA sample, ordered by
increasing stellar mass from the NSA catalog. In the upper row, from left to right we show the SDSS r-band image, the SDSS r-band
image with surface brightness contours (in yellow) and the one and two effective radius (ellipses), the stellar velocity map, and the velocity
dispersion map. The velocity is normalized relative to the velocity of the brightest pixel. In the bottom row, we present the Hβ, Mgb,
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Fig. 4.— continued
also found for decreasing age and metallicity from early-
to late-types, and also with radius. For comparison, we
show the star-forming spirals within the same mass range
as the other types out to 1.5 Re. Why the radial limit is
1.5 Re, and not 2 Re, is that most of these spirals have
larger Re than passive spirals and S0s, and the FoV of
CALIFA does not reach out to 2 Re for more than 30% of
our spirals. The star-forming spiral galaxies are clearly
distinct from passive spirals and S0s in both index-index
diagrams, which indicates that the stellar populations of
passive spirals are closer to those of S0s rather than star-
forming spirals. Hence, we focus on the comparison be-
tween passive spirals and S0s individually in the bottom
panels of Figure 5. Overall, we find that our passive spi-
rals show a large variety of behavior among themselves.
It is noticeable that S0s have even larger diversity in their
stellar populations.
Figure 6 shows the stellar population maps for our pas-
sive spirals. The stellar populations are very diverse as
well. NGC 1666 shows overall young ages but is slightly
older in the vicinity of 1 Re. NGC 5876 tends to be older
in the central bulge and along the bar. NGC 7563 show
mostly old stellar populations. In the metallicity maps,
the outer parts tend to be more metal-poor, although the
fluctuations are large. [α/Fe] tends to be slightly lower
at the center, except in NGC 7563.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of stellar population
parameters. Overall, S0s (orange hatched) span a wide
range of stellar population parameters at all radii and
the distributions of passive spirals (red filled) are encom-
passed by the ranges of S0 properties for all parameters
The probability, P0, of similarity in the cumulative dis-
tributions between the two galaxy types as returned by
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is given in each panel.
However, passive spirals seem to be slightly biased within
the S0 distribution: towards higher [Z/H], lower [α/Fe],
and younger ages. Although such biases do not appear
to be very obvious possibly due to the small sample size,
some marginal differences are detected in the KS test:
P0 = 0.13 for age at 2 Re, P0 = 0.12 for [Z/H] at 1 Re,
and P0 = 0.03 for [α/Fe] at 1 Re.
One may suspect that this difference at outer region
between passive spirals and S0s may be caused by the
morphological difference between them, such as the dif-
ference in the fraction of bulge light at given radius. How-
ever, we confirmed that there is no systematic difference
in the distribution of bulge fraction at any radius up to
2 Re between our passive spirals and S0s. Both types of
galaxies show consistent bulge fraction on average with
large dispersion at given radius.
Although the stellar populations of the S0 galaxies are
widely dispersed as already mentioned, their metallici-
ties tend to be slightly richer in the center than in the
outskirt, whereas their ages seem to be similar between
the center and the outskirt. No radial gradient is found
for [α/Fe] on average. This trend is in good agreement
with previous results (Tabor et al. 2017; Fraser-McKelvie
et al. 2018).
4.2. Environments of passive spiral galaxies
Next, we investigate how the stellar populations of pas-
sive spirals vary in each individual galaxy with their en-
vironment in Figure 8. We adopt the number of group
members (Nm) as an environmental indicator by using
the group catalog of Tully (2015). According to the in-
formation in this group catalog, our passive spiral sample
exists over all environments from field to cluster. For in-
stance, NGC 1666 is in isolation, while NGC 495 is a
10
Fig. 5.— Top: Mgb vs. <Fe> (left) and Hβ vs. [MgFe]′ (right) diagrams for passive spirals (red), spirals (green for Sa-Sb and blue for
Sc-Sd spirals) and S0s (yellow) with TMB model grids for ages, metallicities, and abundance ratios. The line strengths are measured along
annuli derived from isophotal photometry. The values at 1/8 Re (center), 1/4 Re, 1/2 Re, 1 Re, 1.5 Re and 2 Re are the averages in each
annulus with 1′′ thickness at the given radius. In the Mgb vs. <Fe> diagram, solid and dashed lines are the 10 Gyr and 5 Gyr models,
respectively. The model lines of [Z/H] = 0 in the left diagram are emphasized as thick lines for each age. Each error bar indicates the
median value of measurement uncertainties in each morphological type at the given radius. Bottom: the same index diagrams for passive
spirals (colored) and S0s (pale brown) with TMB model grids. The center of each galaxy is marked with large symbols (stars for passive
spirals and circles for S0s).
part of the Perseus-Pisces Supercluster.
The results show that the correlations are mostly un-
clear between the stellar populations and environment
of the passive spirals in our sample. The ∆age and
∆[Z/H]] do not exhibit significant correlations with en-
vironments: Spearman’s rank coefficient is −0.29 (the
significance of deviation, P0 = 0.89) for the age and 0.38
(P0 = 0.38) for the metallicity. On the other hand, even
though there is the caveat of small-number statistics, we
obtain a Spearman’s rank coefficient for ∆[α/Fe] of 0.73
(P0 = 0.03). However, when we eliminate the single
point in the upper-right corner (NGC 495) which makes
the correlation look strong, the correlation coefficient be-
comes smaller (0.59 with P0 = 0.12) but still is consider-
able. This means that, in denser environments, at 1 Re
passive spirals have higher [α/Fe] than in their centers,
and this likely indicates they were quenched faster in
their outskirt than in their centers, perhaps by physical
11
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Fig. 6.— SDSS r-band image, derived age, [Z/H], and [α/Fe] maps for the passive spirals. The outermost surface brightness contour and
the one and two effective radii ellipses are denoted by a yellow line and red ellipses respectively in each r-band image, and by a black line
and red ellipses respectively in each stellar population map.
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Fig. 7.— Comparison of luminosity-weighted age (left column),
metallicity (middle column) and α-abundance (right column) at
the center (1/8 Re), 1/2 Re, 1 Re, and 2 Re from top to bot-
tom rows for passive spirals (red filled histogram) and S0s (orange
hatched histogram). The median values of passive spirals and S0s
are denoted in the top right corner of each panel.
mechanisms operating in the denser environment. Even
though there is no correlation between [Z/H] and envi-
ronment, the gradient mostly show negative values.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Now we discuss the evolutionary pathways for passive
spirals. Today, one of the widely-believed origins of S0s is
that they evolved from spiral galaxies. That is, S0s may
be the end-product of the transformation of spiral galax-
ies that have had their gas content removed by means
of external gravitational or non-gravitational forces, or
by secular evolution. In this scenario, passive spirals
could be objects caught in the transitional stage between
normal star-forming spirals and S0s (Bekki et al. 2002).
Previous studies argued that multiple quenching mecha-
nisms are required (Masters et al. 2010; Fraser-McKelvie
et al. 2018). Our results are consistent with this sugges-
tion to some extent.
There seem to exist evolutionary connections between
passive spirals and S0s from the comparison of their stel-
lar populations. The passive spirals may be the origin of
at least a portion of S0s, with other evolutionary path-
ways contributing in parallel. By comparing stellar pop-
ulations in Figs 5 and 7, it is revealed that the S0s have
a wider range of age, metallicity and α-abundance at
all radii out to 2 Re. The stellar populations of pas-
sive spirals are fully encompassed within the spread of
S0 properties, although the distributions of passive spi-
rals appear skewed toward slightly younger ages, higher
metallicities, and lower α-abundances.
For the origin of passive spirals, quenching by pertur-
bation from a bar is one plausible scenario. As one can
see in Fig. 1, 7 out of the 9 passive spirals have clear
bar features. This high bar fraction (∼ 78%) in pas-
sive spirals is consistent with previous results. Masters
Fig. 8.— Age, metallicity, and α-abundance variations between
the center (star symbol) and 1 Re (dot symbol) in the left col-
umn and their differentials (1 Re − center) in the right column for
passive spirals with the number of group member. The measure-
ment errors are shown. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient and
probability (P0) are presented in the right panels. We adopt the
membership information of each galaxy from the group catalog of
Tully (2015).
et al. (2010) reported that red spirals have an optical bar
fraction of at least 67± 5%. On the other hand, Fraser-
McKelvie et al. (2018) found that the bar fraction of
passive spiral galaxies is significantly higher (74± 15%),
compared to mass, redshift and T-type matched star-
forming spiral galaxies (36± 5%). Therefore, we suspect
that bars in galaxies, both in low and high density en-
vironments, may act to shut down the star formation,
leaving behind spiral structures that may last for several
Gyrs (Bekki et al. 2002). However, it is unclear if secular
evolution by a bar is the only mechanism for quenching
our passive spiral sample. Even though a large fraction
of our passive spirals have bars in their disks, there still
exist non-barred ones which could only be explained in
this scenario if bars are transient phenomena (Bournaud
& Combes 2002).
Quenching by environmental effects is also a possi-
ble scenario. As one can see in our results in Figure
8, the ∆[α/Fe] of passive spirals are marginally related
with their environments. It means that environmental
effects may have influenced the quenching in outskirt of
a galaxy. All our passive spirals, except NGC 1666 in iso-
lation, have close neighbors (∼ 47−274 kpc), so there are
opportunities for galaxies to be affected by their neigh-
bors, even in sparse groups.
These passive spirals may have already depleted all
their gas reservoirs, or they still have plenty of gas but
it is not condensed enough to trigger star formation.
Recently, French et al. (2018) found a significant quan-
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TABLE 2
X-ray, HI and CO information of 9 passive spirals
Name Group Nm D1st HI CO X-ray
(kpc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
NGC 1666 NGC 1666 1 - × - ×
NGC 5876 NGC 5876 2 248 - × -
NGC 5794 NGC 5797 4 78 - - -
NGC 495 NGC 507 49 47 - - ◦
NGC 3300 NGC 3300 3 274 × - -
NGC 2553 NGC 2563 21 229 × - ◦
NGC 7563 NGC 7563 7 76 × - -
UGC 1271 NGC 677 10 132 × - ◦
UGC 2018 UGC 2005 12 203 × - -
Notes. Column 1 gives the name of passive spirals, and Column 2
to 4 give the host galaxy of the group to which each passive spiral
belongs, number of members (Nm), and the distance from the
nearest neighbor adopted from Tully (2015), respectively. Column
4 and 5 show the HI (HIPASS) and CO (EDGE-CALIFA Survey
from Bolatto et al. 2017) information of each galaxy. Column 6
describes if the group has an X-ray source): NGC 495 (Kim &
Fabbiano 2004; Sato et al. 2009), NGC 2553 (Rasmussen et al.
2012; Morandi et al. 2017) and UGC 1271 (O’Sullivan et al.
2017). The symbols of ‘◦’ and ‘×’ denote if the source is
‘detected’ or ‘non-detected’, respectively. If the observation does
not exist, we mark it with ‘ - ’.
tity of CO-traced low density gas in two (one is highly
disturbed) post-starbursts (or ‘E+A’) galaxies, which
are currently quiescent galaxies. Similarly, (Ellison et al.
2018) found there is still significant quantities of gas in
some galaxy-galaxy mergers even after star formation
was halted. Therefore, we check the gas contents of our
passive spirals case by case. Table 2 shows a summary
of the information from literature about the intracluster
medium (ICM) in their host groups, and HI and CO
observations in each galaxy. We confirm that, except
for NGC 5794 and NGC 495 (which were not observed
in the HI Parkes All Sky Survey; HIPASS), our passive
spirals were targeted but not detected. Therefore, based
on the detection limit of the HIPASS (106 × d2Mpc;
Staveley-Smith et al. 2000), we can place upper-limit
on their HI masses of ≤ 108.9 − 109.6 M. This
amount is obviously lower than the median HI masses
of normal spiral galaxies in the HIPASS; log(MHI/M)
= 9.59 ± 0.43 and 9.61 ± 0.46 in the stellar masses of
log(M?/M) = 10.25 and 10.75, respectively (Parkash
et al. 2018). Here, we describe some noticeable cases as
follows.
NGC 5876. NGC 5876 is listed in the recent CO
observation of the EDGE-CALIFA Survey (Bolatto
et al. 2017), but no significant emission is detected (SCO
∆v (Jy km s1) < 16.0). This galaxy is in a pair with a
normal spiral galaxy at a distance of 248 kpc but there is
no evidence for a direct interaction in the optical image.
NGC 2553. Although NGC 2553 is quite far from the
center of its group, no meaningful signal of HI is de-
tected in this galaxy. The ICM is detected in this group
(Rasmussen et al. 2012; Morandi et al. 2017). Therefore,
this galaxy may be influenced by the environmental
effects such as ram-pressure stripping or harassment.
NGC 1666. The isolated galaxy NGC 1666 is notable.
There is no meaningful HI signal in this galaxy, despite
the fact that it may have rarely experienced environ-
mental effects. In this case, secular evolution may be
the main driver for star formation quenching. If there
is no further inflow of fresh gas, the gas in the disk
will run out in a few Gyrs (starvation or strangulation;
Larson et al. 1980). Especially, in the center of the
galaxy, the age is the youngest and the metallicity is the
richest among all of our passive spiral sample (see Fig.
8). Hence, this galaxy may be quenched very recently.
However, the question of how all its gas is used up
by itself still remains. The enrichment of metallicity
is also not easily understood but it may imply that
the inflow of pristine gas has been cut off for some reason.
NGC 495. NGC 495 is in the Perseus-Pisces Superclus-
ter. This galaxy is close to the central galaxy of the
cluster (∼ 200 kpc) and has a close early-type neighbor
at a distance of ∼ 47 kpc. In addition, there is ICM
detected in this group (Kim & Fabbiano 2004; Sato
et al. 2009), so NGC 495 may have been influenced
by ram-pressure stripping. Thus, we might expect
that there is no or a very small amount of cold gas in
this galaxy, but unfortunately NGC 495 is out of the
coverage of the HIPASS.
We conclude that the similarity in stellar populations
between passive spirals and S0s is in accordance with
the idea that S0s may have formed through various evo-
lutionary pathways, and passive spirals could be one of
the channels transforming from spirals to S0s. (1) Pas-
sive spirals in isolation or low density regions might be
just old spirals that have exhausted their fuel. Such gas
consumption may have been accelerated by internal pro-
cesses related with bar structure. (2) In denser envi-
ronments, neighbor interactions or group/cluster mecha-
nisms can help strip the gas away predominantly in the
halo and outer disks, but still secular evolution by a bar
could accelerate quenching. Both scenarios may explain
the cessation of star forming activity without destroying
the spiral structure.
The analysis of large public data sets such as those
of the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field Spectro-
graph galaxy survey (SAMI; Croom et al. 2012) and
the Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO (MaNGA; Bundy
et al. 2015) would overcome the small number statistics
in this work, and provide deeper insights on their detailed
evolutionary pathways.
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